Protection Geographical Indication of Cimpa Tuang Food: Measuring Cultural and Economic Value in Sukalaju Village
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Abstract
Geographical Indication (GI) for cimpa food in the context of measuring the value of cultural and economic identity of a particular region. Cimpa food, as a culinary product with deep cultural roots, has a central role in a region's cultural identity, reflecting local history, traditions and culinary richness. However, challenges such as social, economic, and environmental changes have threatened the sustainability of cimpa food production and the integrity of its cultural identity. This research involved field research methods, surveys, historical analysis, and interviews with producers, local stakeholders. We focused our attention on one specific geographical area where cimpa food is produced. In addition, we measured the economic impact of cimpa food production and marketing, assessed the effectiveness of GI protection, and identified challenges and opportunities faced by producers. Our findings reveal that GI protection is an important measure to protect cimpa food from counterfeiting and unfair competition, while appropriate marketing strategies can expand the market for these products. This research not only provides practical benefits for local producers in developing their businesses, but also makes a theoretical contribution to the understanding of the relationship between food, culture, economics, and legal protection in the context of food products with specific geographical origins.
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Introduction

As quoted by dgip.go.id Geographical indication is part of intellectual property rights (HAKI) which includes trademarks, copyrights, product designs, patents, geographical indications, integrated circuit layout designs, trade secrets, and plant varieties. Based on an excerpt from business-law.binus.ac.id, Teaching means instructions or symbols and Geography comes from the word Geography which means the science of the earth. Geographical indications can be understood as an indication or sign that shows a region, characteristic or location on the earth’s surface. Geographical Indications according to Article 1 Point 6 of Law Number 20 of 2016 concerning Trademarks and Geographical Indications have the content: "A mark indicating the region of origin of goods and/or products due to geographical environmental factors, including natural factors, human factors or a combination of both factors, which guarantees the reputation, quality and certain characteristics of the goods and products produced. Quoted from dgip.go.id Geographical indication is one type of intellectual property protection. The protection of geographical indications is different from the protection of other intellectual property rights, in that the property is general in nature and identifies a region as its trademark. Geographical indication is a mark indicating the region of origin of a product, which determines the quality, characteristics, and reputation of the product.

Cimpa is a traditional snack or cake from the Karo tribe in North Sumatra, Indonesia, cimpa is an important food in Karo culture and is served at various traditional events such as weddings, Annual Work festivals, Merdang Merdem, and funerals Nanatimisela(2017).

The protection of geographical indications is to protect producers and consumers from any misuse of the reputation of a geographical indication, protect the preservation of nature, protect the preservation of culture and knowledge, traditional knowledge of the community to produce products, strengthen the coordination of goods and build community organizations, and increase income and business products of community welfare (Isnani 2019). If the Regional Government can protect their livelihood sources, it will certainly guarantee the lives of people who make these livelihoods. This will have an impact on the welfare of people whose livelihoods depend on natural products and crafts. Therefore, local governments must protect the natural and cultural resources in their regions. Quoted from dgip.go.id With the protection of geographical indications, it is hoped that the community can improve the marketing of goods or products in their area. Communities in the Sukajulu village area of Kabanjahe sub-district can benefit from GI for community economic development and local intellectuals.

Excerpts from dgip.go.id from legal awareness of Geographical Indications are not only addressed to the Central or Regional Government but the public must also understand Geographical Indications. To implement the protection of Geographical Indications, of course, one must understand Law Number 20 Year 2016 on Trademarks and Geographical Indications. The role of the Central and Local Governments is needed to provide assistance to the community (Lukito 2018). Socialize the urgency, benefits, and challenges of Geographical Indications at home and abroad through training/workshops, seminars, coaching, providing legal protection, and promoting Geographical Indication products or product development.

Research Methods

According to Priyono (2016: 1) The research method is a way of doing something by using the mind carefully to achieve goals. Sugiyono (2010: 15), explains that: Qualitative research methods are research methods based on positivist philosophy, used to consider the current state of the subject. The method we use in this research is a descriptive qualitative method with a descriptive approach. Descriptive is a problem statement intended to guide research to explore or portray the social situation to be studied in terms of depth, breadth and depth. Qualitative research focuses on one social
phenomenon, namely elections about the emotions and perceptions of research participants. In this study the author wants to know the protection of geographical indications of cimpa tuang food (measuring cultural and economic values in Sukajulu village).

Result and Discussion

Cimpa tuang is a typical karo food that is cooked by pouring it into a round pan. Cimpa tuang is a typical karo food that is always served in karo traditional events such as the process of worship, mengket house and other traditional events, but the most mandatory cimpa tuang is served in the karo tribe's 7 monthly event. The taste of cimpa tuang is sweet and savory and there is a distinctive aroma from the cimpa tuang that is characteristic. Cimpa tuang must be round because the round shape of cimpa tuang means that the Karo tribe must always be united in advancing the tribe and the country. Cimpa tuang is not a staple food but without cimpa tuang then an event does not become complete. Cimpa tuang is freely traded in the market because cimpa tuang is a favorite of the community to make it a souvenir from the land of Karo. As for the making of cimpa tuang ingredients such as glutinous rice, sago, brown sugar, beef fat, and grated coconut, all the ingredients used are natural ingredients without artificial colors or sweeteners that make the cimpa tuang last for a long time, namely 2-3 days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Responden</th>
<th>Jawaban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pilot Sitepu</td>
<td>Based on the results of the interview, cimpa tuang is a typical karo food that is used as an important food in karo traditional events. The food quality of cimpa tuang lasts 2-3 days because it is cooked by roasting and does not use water. Cimpa tuang is still cultivated in the Karo traditional community, especially the most mandatory event is the 7th monthly event. Cimpa tuang was promoted during road construction about 30 years ago by the Karo district government. Cimpa tuang is not a staple food, but cimpa tuang is freely traded in the market. Cimpa tuang has not been protected by law or copyright. Making cimpa tuang uses ingredients such as glutinous rice, sago, eggs, coconut, and brown sugar mixed into one dough, after which the dough is baked on a teplon that has been smeared with cow's milk fat. This type of cimpa is usually provided as provisions or souvenirs from Karo. The making is also easier and the presentation is not as complicated as cimpa unung-unung.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Jason tarigan</td>
<td>Cimpa tuang is a typical karo food that is very popular with children because it tastes delicious and savory. Cimpa tuang has a sweet and savory taste and delicious aroma. Cimpa tuang is still cultivated because it can be made into lunch or a typical Karo souvenir. The karo village government is preserving this cimpa tuang to young people today, because many young people today do not know the traditional specialties of their respective tribes. Cimpa tuang can be consumed during family events and cimpa tuang can also be traded in the free market. There is no legal protection or copyright of the cimpa tuang. The making of cimpa tuang includes all ingredients such as flour or glutinous rice flour, eggs, coconut and brown sugar mixed into one dough and then fried on a pan that has been smeared with beef fat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ummi Hayati Br Sitepu</td>
<td>Cimpa tuang adalah kue cemilan tradisional masyarakat karo yang memiliki rasa lezat dan unik. Cimpa tuang ini memiliki rasa yang unik dan tentunya terbuat dari bahan alami tanpa pemanis atau pewarna buatan. Cimpa tuang masih dibudidayakan di adat karo karena makanan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Ema Elviana Br Ginting**
Cimpa tuang is a traditional snack cake of the Karo people that has a delicious and unique taste. Cimpa tuang has a unique flavor and is certainly made from natural ingredients without artificial sweeteners or dyes. Cimpa tuang is still cultivated in karok customs because simple food can also be used as a typical karok souvenir. Cimpa tuang has become a karok identity because this food is always served in karok traditional events such as weddings, annual work, merdang merdeng or death. The village government has socialized cimpa tuang to the local community. This cimpa tuang food has not been protected by law or copyright. To make cimpa tuang, all ingredients such as glutinous rice, sago, eggs, coconut, and brown sugar are first mixed into one dough, then fried on a pan that has been coated with beef fat.

5. **Nopiyanti**
Cimpa tuang is the most favorite food for children, which is often called the pancake of the Karo tribe because the shape and method of making it is very similar to pancakes in general. Cimpa tuang tastes sweet and usually lasts only 2-3 days. The community still cultivates cimpa tuang tersbeut. Cimpa is also an attestation that the meeting is a gathering of Karo people. In Karo custom, cimpa symbolizes togetherness and unity among Karo people. The village government once introduced the cimpa to the community, and the community supported to advance the cimpa. Cimpa is not a staple food, but is only served in traditional events. There is no legal protection for the cimpa tuang. Cimpa tuang is made from glutinous rice flour, grated coconut, sugar, and cooking oil. The batter is melted and left for an hour before frying. Cimpa tuang is fried by pouring a ladle of well-mixed batter into a heated wok greased with beef fat.

6. **Rona Br Sinuhaji**
This cimpa tuang is poured with each circle, so that the rounded thinking of the position, still continues in the karok custom. The quality of cimpa tuang lasts only 2-3 days because it is cooked by roasting and does not use water. Cimpa tuang is usually cultivated in traditional Karo events, namely the 7th monthly event must be mandatory. The identity of cimpa tuang is to be united in order to advance the tribe and the country. Cimpa tuang was once introduced at the Wak Manual Abri event during road construction. Cimpa tuang is freely traded in the market. It is not yet protected by law or copyright. Cimpa tuang ingredients include wheat flour, brown sugar, grated coconut, and cooking oil. The mixture is mixed until it becomes liquid and left for an hour before frying. Poured into a heated wok and greased with cooking oil.

7. **Tena Vianti Br Bangun**
Cimpa tuang is a typical karok food that is an important food in traditional events, especially the most mandatory at the 7th monthly event. This cimpa...
has a delicious taste and savory fiber lasts only 2-3 days. There are still Karo people who cultivate the cimpa tuang food. This cimpa has a sweet and savory taste, this distinctive taste makes this cimpa an identity of the Karo community. Cimpa tuang is not freely traded and is not a staple food. This cimpa food has not been protected by law or copyright. In making cimpa tuang all ingredients such as glutinous rice, sago, eggs, coconut, brown sugar are mixed into one dough after which the dough is fried on a panic that has been smeared by beef fat.

| 8. Bebas Tarigan | Cimpa tuang is the most favorite food for children, often referred to as karo tribal pancakes. Cimpa itself has a sweet and savory taste that characterizes this food without leaving the philosophy contained in its manufacture. It is usually cultivated in the karo traditional 7-month event. Cimpa tuang is a typical identity of the Karo tribe because this food is always served in traditional Karo events such as weddings, annual work, or merdang merdeng, and death. The village government introduces this cimpa tuang food to young people today, because many young people today do not recognize the typical food of their own tribe. Cimpa tuang can be consumed during family gatherings and can be traded in the market. There is no legal protection for the cimpa tuang. In making cimpa tuang all ingredients such as glutinous rice, sago, eggs, coconut, and brown sugar are mixed into one dough. After that, the dough is baked on a panic that has been smeared with beef fat. This type of cimpa is usually provided as a souvenir or souvenir, the making is easier and the presentation is not as complicated as cimpa unung-unung. |
Discussion

Based on research we conducted in Suka Julu Village, Barusjahe District, Karo Regency, Cimpa is one of the important foods for the Karo people. Cimpa must be present in every traditional event of the Karo tribe. Cimpa should be present at traditional weddings, work years or merdang merdang and death events. If a cimpa is not present at one of these traditional events then the traditional event is considered incomplete and imperfect. One of them is cimpa tuang which the author researched.

Cimpa tuang is cimpa that can be sold freely, and also cimpa tuang is made from ingredients such as flour or glutinous rice flour, eggs, coconut and brown sugar mixed into one dough and then fried on a pan that has been smeared with beef fat. Cimpa tuang is indeed sold freely, but in traditional Karo events, one of which is at the traditional seven-monthly cimpa tuang event, this cimpa tuang must be present, this cimpa tuang also lasts 1-3 days, the author also learned how to make this cimpa tuang, it turns out that making it is rather difficult because in the process of roasting this cimpa tuang must be flat, if it is not flat then the cimpa tuang is not finished. Cimpa tuang can also be consumed like gathering with family and can also be traded. None yet, protected by law/copyright. With the great potential of the cimpa economic development sector, the Regional Government can pay attention to and support the development of cimpa as an effort to improve the economy.

Conclusion

Geographical protection aims to protect the distinctiveness of a product from counterfeiting or improper utilization, as well as providing opportunities and protection to the community of typical product producing areas to get the maximum benefit from these typical products. Meanwhile, a trademark is a sign with which a particular item is immortalized, where it is also necessary to immortalize the origin of the goods or guarantee the quality of the goods in comparison with similar goods made or served by other persons or corporate bodies. A geographical indication is a mark indicating the region of a good or product which is influenced by geographical environmental factors including natural factors, human factors or a combination of both factors, to give the resulting good or product a certain reputation, quality and characteristics. A geographical indication of a good or product indicates to consumers that the product is produced in a certain place or has characteristics that come from the place of production. Because geographical indication is one component of intellectual property rights (IPR) that is important in trade activities, especially providing protection for trade commodities that are closely related to the name of the region or place of origin of the product goods. Cimpa is one of the most important foods for the Karo people. Likewise, the Karo tribe has its own food in developing learning models to encourage students' critical thinking skills in schools.
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